If you would like maps, lesson plans, walking tours or information on the statues, artists, sculpting methods and materials, or to support the arts, specifically the Statues to Live By program, please visit www.springville.org or call (801) 489-2734. Donations of any amount are welcome.

"Art is a nation’s most precious heritage. For it is in our works of art that we reveal to ourselves and to others the inner vision which guides us as a nation."

- Lyndon B. Johnson

"Springville, Utah’s "Art City," is an art lover’s dream. Nearly 60 statues created by talented local artists (in conjunction with nearby foundries) are on public display and tell stories of delight and wonder. Sculpture has long been Utah’s strongest art medium, and the "Statues to Live By" program, funded by friends and supporters of the arts and the Springville Arts Commission—which oversees the purchase, maintenance and placement of the artworks—has added another chapter to Springville’s rich artistic legacy.

"Whether we realize it or not, a sense of art permeates everything we see, and art within the community expands our visual awareness."

Sculptor Dennis Smith

"Discover statues throughout the City! Most can be found at the Civic Center Park and along Main Street; others are at the cemeteries and Golf Course, and a few are privately owned but are still part of the program. Take a self-guided tour, or visit the website for interactive activities and formal tours.

Springville, the birthplace of nationally recognized artist Cyrus Dallin (whose statue of Massasoit stands near Plymouth Rock), has a long-standing tradition of supporting the arts. Two of Dallin’s sculptures, "Pioneer Mother" and "Victory" were the first statues to be placed in the city and the collection is growing! Discover these treasures for yourself!"
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